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They are there for one and only one reason: to relieve the
perplexity engendered by the insistence that there are no
connections.
Whether or not this is a satisfactory state of affairs is, I suspect,
a question better addressed by philosophers than by physicists.
I conclude with the recipe for making the device, which, I
emphasize again, can be ignored:
The device exploits Bohm's version 7 of the Einstein,
Podolsky, Rosen experiment. The two particles emerging
from the box are spin \, particles in the singlet state. The two
detectors contain Stern-~Gerlach magnets, and the three
switch positions determine whether the orientations of the
magnets are vertical or at 120" to the vertical in the plane
perpendicular to the line of flight of the particles. When the
switches have the same settings the magncts have the same
orientation. One detector flashes red or green according to
whether the measured spin is along or opposite to the field;
the other uses the opposite color convention. Thus when the
same colors flash the measured spin components are
different.
It is a well-known elementary result that, when the
orientations of the magnets diITer by a n angle 0, then the
probability of spin measurements o n each particle yielding
opposite values is cos 2 (012).This probability is unity when
1=0 (Case a) and 1- when 0 = 120' (Case b).
If the subsidiary detectors verifying the passage of the
particles from the box to the magnets are entirely nonmagnetic they will not interfere with this behavior.

+

+

' D.

Bohm, Quantum Theory (Englcwooil ClifTs, N..1. I'ient~ce-IIall, 1951), pp.
614-19.

Can you help your team tonight by watching on
TV? More experimental metaphysics from
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen

A few years ago I described' a simple device that reveals in a very
elementary way the extremely perplexing character the data from
the Bohnl-Einstein -Podolsky-Rosen experiment assumes in the
light of the analysis of J. S. Bell. There is a second, closely related
form of that gc~clanken d e m o n ~ t r a t i o n ,which
~
I would like to
examine for several reasons.
1. It is simpler: there are only two (not three) settings for each
switch.
2. The gedcu~kendata resemble more closely the data collected
in actual realizations of the device.
3. None of the possible switch settings produce the perfect
correlations found in the first version of the g~~clc~nken
demonstration, where the lights c;/ways flash the same color
when the switches have the same setting. Since absolutely
perfect correlations are never found in the imperfect
experiments we contend with in the real world, an argument
that eliminates this feature of the ideal p d a n k e ~ data
i
can be
applied to real data from real experiments. (If you believe,
however, along with virtually all physicists, that the
1

N.David Mermin, Journalof'Philosophy, 78,397 (198 I), reprinted as the precceiiing
essay. An only slightly more technical but significantly more graceful version
recently appeared in Physics Today, April, 1985.
What follows is my attempt to simplify some reformulations of EPR and Bell by
53,306 ( 1 985)), but the interpretation I give
Henry Stapp (for example, Am. J. I'liy~.~.
differs from his, and any foolishncss in what follows is entirely m y own.
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quantum thcory gives the correct ideal linliting description
of all pllenon~enato which it can be applied, then this is not
so important a consideration.)
4. Because the ideal perfect correlations are absent from this
version o r the gedui~keitdenlonstratio~l,one is no longer
impelled to assert the existcnce of ilnpossible instruction
sets. T o establish tliat the new data nevertheless reniain
pcc~~liar,
it is necessary to take a different line of attack,
wl~icll11as aga111intriguing philosophical inlplications, but
of a rather different ~ h a r a c t e r . ~
The modified denionstration
In the n~oclifiecl~ C C / ( I ~ I ~ CdIeI~ n o l ~ s t r a t i othere
~ l are only two
switch settings (1 and 2) at each detector. Otherwise the set-up is
unchanged: there are two detectors (A and B) and a source (C),
and the result of each run is the flashing o f a red or grecn light. IS
one had act~lallybuilt SLICII 21 cievice accordlng to the q u a n t ~ l n ~
n ~ c c l l ~ ~ ~prescription,
~ical
it could be transforn~edto run in this
~nodifiedmode silnply by readjusting the angle through whicl~
certain ~nternalparts of each detector turned as the switch settings
were c l ~ a n g c d . ~
111 its new mode of operation, the cievice produces the followi~~g
data:
(I) When the experiment is run with both switches set to 2 (22
r~tns)the lights flash the s a n e col(>ronly 15% of tlie tilne; in
85% of t11c 22 runs different colors flash.

Can you help your team tonight by watching on TV?
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(ii) When the experiment is run with any of the other three
poss~bleswitch settings (11, 12, or 21 runs) then the lights
flash tlie s a n e color 85%) of the time; in only 15% of these
runs d o different colors flash.
As in the earlier version of the ge~iu/~/ce~z
experinlent, R R and
l y when the lights do flash the same color, and
G G are e q ~ ~ a llikely
RG and G R are equally likely when different colors flash. Also as
earlier the pattern of colors observed at any single detector is
entirely rand on^. There is no way to infer from the data at one
detector how the switch was set at the other. Regardless of what is
going on at detector B, the data for a great Inany runs a t detector
A is si~nplya random string of R's and G's, that nlight look like
this:
Tuvpiculdutu at detector A

The choice o r switch settings only affects the relutiorz between
the colors flashed at hot11 detectors. If, for example, the above data
had been obtained at detcctol- A when its switch was set to 2, and
in all those runs the switch at B had also been set to 2, then, as
noted above, the color flashed at B would have agreed with that
flashed at A in only 15% of t11c runs, and the lights flashed at both
detectors together might thus have looked like this:5

Duiu.from u series (f22 r u i ~ , ~

Altliough the 11stof colors flashed at either detector remains qulte
random, the color flashed at B I S highly (negatively) correlated
with the color flashed at A. In the overwhelming majority (85%)
of the runs the detectors flash different colors. Only In a few (15%)
of the runs do the detectors flash the same color
The nun~ber?after A and I3 cle~~ote
the fixed setting oftlle~rsw~tclie?t h ~ o u g h c ~the
t~t
5equen~e ot run? In contra51 to sonie earlie1 verslon of the gcdot~hc~ti
dcn~o~istrat~on,
we nc>wtry out vdr~ou?fixed sw~tclisetl~ngs,r'ither tlian r ~ ~ ~ l d o ~ ~ i l y
rcsctt~ngthe s w ~ t ~ h arter
c ? cdcli run

98
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On the other hand, for any of the other switch settings {take 21
as an example) the con~parativedata would have looked
so~netl~ing
like this:

Again we have two lists ofcolors, each entirely random, but they
now agree with each other in 85% of the runs, disagreeing in o111y
15(%.
There arc various ways to run the modified gcO(ttzkei~
de~nonstration,but k t lne focus on tile foliowing procedure,
whic11 it seems to me makes a rather striking contributio~~
to
Abms S l ~ i i ~ ~ ofield
~ ~ yof' sexperiinental nletapl~ysics.Suppose we
do a long series of runs in ~ 2 ~ of?vhicl-i
~ 1 1
both switches :Lre sct to 1 :

About 8.5% of these 11 suns will produce the sanle colors. and
15%, difierent. Now because there are no connections of m y kind
between tlie detectors at A and 3, it seems clcar that wl~atevcr
l~appensat A cannot in any way depend on how the siv~tchwas set
at B, and vice-versa. Let us elevate this colnlnoll sense elna nark into
a principle, which I shall call the Baseball Princjple. Before
exa~ninjngthe implications of the ge(l~~~lcciz
de~no~istralion
for
the BasebaII Prii~ciple,let us discuss i t in the context from which
its name derives, where it assuines (at least for me) an especiaIIy
vivid character.

The Baseball Principle
I'm a New York Mets fan, and when they play a csucia1game 1 feel
I s l ~ o ~ ~watch
l c l on televisioi~.Why? Not just to find out what's
going on. Solnewhere deep inside me, I feel that iny \vatcl~ingthe

Can

YOLLl~elpyour

team tonight by watching on TV?
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ganx makes a difference - that the Mets are niore likely to win if
I'ni following things than if I'm not.. How can 1say sucli a thing?
Do I think, for example, that by offering up little prayers at crucial
~nomentsI can induce a very gentle divine intervention that will
produce the minute cllange in trajectory of bat or ball that makes
the difF'erence between a hit or an out? Of conrse not! My feeling is
co~npletelyirrational. If you ~nsistedthat I calm down and think
about it, I'd have to admit that the outcotne of the game doesn't
depend in the least on whether 1 watch it or not. What I d o or
don't do 111 Itl~ac~i,
New York, c:in have no effect on what the Mets
do or don't do in F'lushii~g, New York. This is the Baseball
Principle.
Now a pedant comes along and says, "What do you really mean
by that Baseball Principle?' And then, being a pedant, 11e tells lne
what I 1-ea11ynlean. What I really ~ n e mis this: If we exanii~~ed
a
great many Mets games and divided them up into those 1 watched
at least part of on TV and those 1 didn't watch at a11, and if nly
decision t~ watch or not was entirely independent of anything I
knew about the game - ~nade,for exa~nple,by tossing a coin - the11
we wo~11dfind that the Mets were no more or less s~iccessfulin
tllose games I watched than in those ganies I didn't.
Now I reply, "That's very nice, but I mean something nwch
sin~pIer.I mean that in each individual game, it doesn't niake any
differe~~ce
whether I watch it or not. Tonight, for exan~ple,
whatever the Mets do, will be exactly the same, whether or not I
elid up watching the game."
"C7mon," says the pedant, "that's silly. E~theryou watch the
ganx or you don't. You can't say that what happens in the game
in the case that didn't happen is the same as what happens in the
case that did, because tliere's no way to check. What didn't
happen didz'l happen."
I say to the pedant: "Who's be~ngsilly here? Are you trying to
tell me that it does make a difference in tonight's game whether I
watch it or not?"
"No," says the pedant, "I'm saying that your statement that it
doesn't make any difference whether or not you watch an

Can
I
1

:

i~~dividual
ganie, can only be viewed as a very convenient
c o ~ ~ s t r u to
c t summarize the more co~nplexstatistical statement
about correlations between watching and winning over many
games. All of its statistical implications are correct, but it has no
meaning when applied to an individual game, because there is no
way to verify it in the case of the individual game, which you
cannot both watch and not watch."
But is it iurong to apply the Baseball Principle to an individual
game?

yo^

-,elp your team tonight by watching on TV'!
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merely because it naively compares possibilities only one of which
s eis directly contradicted by certain
can be realized, but b e c a ~ ~ it
observed facts. Such an experimental refutation of the Strong
Baseball Principle would have been impossible before the
discovery of the quantum theory; you cannot get into trouble
using the Strong Baseball Principle in classical physics, and it can,
in fact, be a powerful conceptual tool.6 I believe that those who
take the view that an experimental refutation is of n o interest
since reasoning fro^ the Strong Baseball Principle was impermissible all along, niiss something of centl-al importance for an
understanding of the character of quantuni plienoniena.

The Strong Basel~allPrinciple
Let us call the claim that the Baseball Principle tippl~esto each
The Strong
individual game the Strong Baseball Pri~~ciple.
Baseball Pri~icipleinsists that the outcon~eof any particular game
doesn't depend on what I do with my television set- that whatever
it is that happens toniglzt in Sliea Stadium, will happen in exactly
the same way, whether or not I'm watch~ngon TV.
As 21 r a t i o ~ ~ person,
al
who is not superstitio~ls,and does not
believe in telepathy 01- the eficacy of prayer on the sporting scene,
I a n co~ivinceclof the Strong Baseball Principle. True, there is no
o t watch and not watch tonight's
way to verify it, since 1 c a n ~ ~both
game7and mn therefore unable to coinpare how tlie game goes in
both cases to make sure nothing changes. Nevertheless, deep in
my heart, 1 d o believe that hecause there is no ~necl~anism
connecting what I do with the TV at home to what happens in
S l ~ e aStadium, the outcome of tonight's game genuinely does not
depend on whether 1 watch it or not: The Strong Baseball
Principle. Try as you may to persuade me that the Strong Baseball
in nly heart, 1 know it's right.
Principle is mea~~ingless,
Reniarkxb1y7 when run in tlie second n ~ o d e ,the g~datzketz
den~onstrationprov~desus with a case in which if it really does
make no differencewhether or not I watch the game, then it is not
only ~iieaningless,but denlonstrddy ~t)rungto assert this principle
in the individual case. If the Baseball Princ~pleis right for the
device, then the Strong Baseball Principle must be wrong7 not

The device and the BasebaII Principle
We return from ball games to the device. There are no connections
between the detectors or between the source and either detector.
The Baseball Principle therefore applies, and asserts that what
goes on at detector A does not depend on how the switch is set at
detector B, and vice-versa. This is readily verified in the statistical
sense insisted on by the pedant. Keep the switch at A set to 1. D o a
great many runs with the switch at B set to 1. Tlien, keep~ngthe
switch at A at 1, do a second series of runs with the switch at B set
to 2. Compare the data at A in the two cases. It will have exactly
the same character - namely a featureless sequence of Rs and Gs
like the series of heads and tails you get by repeatedly flipping a
coin. There is nothing in the outco~neat A to distinguish between
the runs in which B was set to 1 or to 2.
But what about the Strong Baseball Principle? Given the lack
of any connection between the detectors, can we not also assert
that what goes on at one detector in any individuul run of the
experiment does not depend on how the switch is set at the other
detector'? Granted, there is no way to test this stronger assertion
but surely for the same reason, there is also no way to refute it.
But here, remarkably in my opinion, we have a case in which the
7

7

' In

a determinktic world in which the Cuture can be calculated from present
co~~ditio~ls,
tlie Strong Baseball Principle can be given an unambiguous meaning.
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which. Experience with the device, however, tells us some of the
features these sequences would have had, if the runs had been 12
or 21 runs rather than the 11 runs that actually took place. An
acceptable sequence of Rs and Gs for the first (B2) row, must
agree with the sequence of Rs and Gs in the second ( A l ) row in
about 85% of the positions, since that is the way 12 runs always
work. Similarly a sequence of Rs and Gs replacing the question
marks in tlie sixth row must agree in about 85% of the positions
with the sequence in the fifth row, since that is what always
happens in 21 runs. These considerations cut down on the number
of ways of replacing question marks with Rs and Gs, but many
different possibilities are still allowed.
A final application of the Strong Baseball Principle can be
n ~ a d cto restrict these possibilities further. Suppose both switches
had been set to 2 rather than I . We can regard this 22 series of runs
either as a modification of a 21 series (modified by changing the
switch setting at B without changing anything at A) or as a
modified 12 scries (in which the switch was changed at A without
anything having been done at B). We don't know, of course, what
would have happened at B in the hypothetical 12 series (top row of
question marks) or at A in the hypothetical 21 series (bottom row
of question marks). The Strong Baseball Principle asserts that
whatever series of Rs and Gs at A the question marks in the
bottom row might stand for in the 21 run, that same series of Rs
and Gs would also have happened at A in that series of runs, had
the switch at B been set to 2 instead of 1 - i.e. had the runs been 22
runs instead. By tlie same token, whatever sequence of Rs and Gs
the question marks in the top row represented for the results at B
in a series of 12 runs, that same sequence would also have
described the results at B had the runs been 22 runs.
This last application of the Strong Baseball Principle, by
coinpa1-ing hypothetical cases, has a different character than the

first two, which compare a hypothetical case with the real one, and
here it might more accurately be termed the Very Strong Baseball
Principle. Returning to the sporting analogy, the Very Strong
Baseball Principle applies when the game is, in fact, cancelled
because of rain. I nevertheless maintain that had the game been
played, it would have taken place in exactly the same way,
whether or not I watched it. This last assertion, may elicit an even
more violent objection from the pedant. Is it really reasonable to
insist that something should happen in exactly the same way when
conditions change very far away from it, when in actual fact it
never happened at all'?
But is it really any more reasonable, I hasten to add, to insist
that such an assertion is impermissible? I maintain that if last
night's game hadn't been rained out, it would have happened the
same way whether or not I had watched it on television. Can you
prove me wrong when I say this? Wouldn't most unsuperstitious
people regard the proposition as true? Indeed, as unintercstingly
true? T o be sure, the pedant will translate it into a series of
harmless statistical assertions, but is it really wrong to apply it to
the individual case as well'? The hallmark of the Strong Baseball
Principle at work is that nagging conviction that only a pedant
could objcct. For how can one possibly get into any trouble
asserting relations between two things neither of which actually
happened?
One can. It is worse than bad form; it is bad physics. F o r let's try
it out. We have to replace the 1st row with some sequence of Rs
and Gs and the 6th row with some other such sequence in such a
way that the 1st and 2nd rows give the right statistics for 12 runs,
the 5th and 6th. for 21 runs, and the 1st and 6th for 22 runs. We do
not insist that any particular way of doing this is preferable to or
any more deserving of some hypothetical reality than a n y other,
but for the Strong Baseball Principle to survive, some among the
various possibilities must be consistent with these statistics.
Now in 22 runs the colors disagree 85% of the time, so whatever
goes into the 1st row has to disagree with whatever goes in to the
6th in about 85% of the positions.

104

said I wanted to make a rather different point, but I think they all stopped listening
then and there. I hope you will not stop reading here and now. If you insist on
talking candy, 1 would suggest that a more accurately analogous proposition is
"Either tliere exists a candy bar which is the one I would eat were I hungry or there
does not."

105
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On the other hand the set of Rs and G s in the top row can differ
from that in the second row in only about 15% of the positions
(since they must have the correlations appropriate to a series of 12
runs). The second row is the same as the third row (by the Strong
Baseball Principle). The third row differs from the fourth row in
only about 15% of the positions (since they give the data in a 11
run). The fourth row is the same as the fifth row (by the Strong
Baseball Principle). And the fifth row can differ from the set of Rs
and Gs appearing in the bottom row in only 15% of the positions
(since those rows must have the correlations appropriate to a
series of 21 runs).
A moment's reflection on the last paragraph is enough to reveal
that whatever the sequence of Rs and Gs in the top row, it can differ
from whatever sequence is in the bottom row, in at most about
15% + 15% + 15% = 45% of the positions. But according to the
next to the last paragraph whatever is in the top row must differ
from whatever is in the bottom row in about 85% of the positions.
You can't have it both ways. Thus the (Very) Strong Baseball
Principle is so restrictive as to rule out every possibility for the
unrealized switch settings. Far from merely being meaningless
nonsense, an application of the Strong Baseball Principle to the
gedanken denionstration contradicts the observed facts.
In this demolition of the Strong Baseball Principle we did not
interpret it as demanding the existence in some cosmic
bookkeeping office of a list of data for the unperformed runs. We
only took it to require that if the actual experiment consists of a
long series of 11 runs, then among all the possible sets of data that
might have been collected had the experiment instead consisted of
12, 21, or 22 runs, there should be some satisfying the condition
that run by run what happens at one detector does not depend on
how the switch is set at the other. If the Strong Baseball Principle
is valid it should be possible to imagine sets of B2 and A2 data
such that the B2 data produce the right statistics (85% same and
15% different) when combined with the actual A1 data, the A2
data produce the right statistics (85% same and 150h different)
when combined with the actual Bl data, and the two sets of

Can you help your team tonight by watching on TV?
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imagined data produce the right statistics (15% same and 85%
different) for a 22 e ~ p e r i m e n t . ~
Since it is impossible to imagine any such sets of data then the
Strong Baseball Principle has to be abandoned not because it is
bad form, unjustifiable, or frivolous to argue from what might
have happened but didn't, but because there are no conceivable
sets of data for the cases that might have happened but didn't,
which are consistent with the numerical constraints imposed by
the known behavior of the device, when those constraints are
further restricted by the Strong Baseball Principle.
This attack is inherently non-classical. If; in the best gedankm
demonstration I could devise, the 85% and 15% had been
replaced by 75% and 25%, then the argument would have
collapsed. For instead of the top row being able to differ from the
bottom by no more than 15% 15% 15%==45%,which is
manifestly less than the required 85%, it would only have been
possible to bound the difference by 25% 25% 25%. which is
just enough to provide the required 75%. Only by exploiting
quantum correlations can one construct a n 85%-15% gcda17ken
demonstration. Any model of the device one might devise based
on classical physics would necessarily result in 75%-25% or less
extreme statistics, and the Strong Baseball Principle would be
immune from this kind of refutation by physicists, no matter how
dim a view of it philosophers took. I assert this with confidence
because classical physics is local and deterministic and in a
deterministic world the Strong Baseball Principle makes perfect
sense as a manifestation of locality.
Going in the other direction, it is easy to invent fictitious
gedu~zken demonstrations that produce data that refute the
Strong Baseball Principle even more resoundingly than that of the

+

+
+

+

In Candy Bar terms, the Strong Baseball Principle does not say that there exists a
particular sequence of Rs and Gs which are the colors that would have flashed had
a detector been set differently. It only says that among all the mutually exclusive
and exhaustive possibilities for such sequcnccs should be some that are consisteni
with the frequencies of flashings characteristic of the four different pairs of switch
settings.
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device. Consider, for example, a hypothetical device in which 85%
and 1 5% were replaced by 100% and 0 % , so that the lights always
(not just most of the time) flashed the same color in 11, 12, and 21
runs, and never (not just infrequently) flashed the same colors in
22 runs. Then the argument refuting the Strong Baseball Principle
would be even simpler. A 11 run would necessarily result in the
same color (say R) at A and B. Suppose instead the switch at A
had been set to 2. The Strong Baseball Principle would then assert
that R would still have flashed at B, and since the same color
always flashes in 12 runs, A would still have flashed R. By the same
token B would still have flashed R had its switch been set to 2.
Therefore, since the setting of the switch at one detector cannot
aflect what happens at the other, both would have flashed R if
both had been set to 2. But when both are sct to 2, both have to
flash dilTerent colors.
No experiment is known that can provide this more compact
refutation. Even quantum miracles can go only so far. The
85Y0-1 5'Yn statistics are the most extreme I know how to extract
from the quantum theory, and though they are strong enough to
demolish the Strong Baseball Principle, the argument we went
through is somewhat less direct than that available for the
100%-0% statistics.
It is a characteristic feature of aill qi~antumconundrums that
something has to have a non-vanishing probability of happening
in two or more mutually exclusive ways for startling behavior to
c1nc1-ge. The viewpoints of quantum and classical physics are
distinguished, more than anything else, by the impropriety in
quantum physics of reasoning from an exhaustive enumeration of
two or more such possibilities in cases that might have happened
but didn't. We are startled when such r e a s o n i ~ ~fails,
g because as
an analytical tool in classical physics and everyday life it is not
only harmless but often quite fruitful. The most celebrated of all
quantum conundra - how can there be a diffraction pattern when
the electron had to go through one slit or the other? - is based on
precisely this impropriety. It is just where there is room for some
interplay between various unrealized possibilities, that one can
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look for tile quantum world to perform for us the most magical of
its tricks.
Therefore it is wrong to apply to individual runs of the experiment the principle that what happens at A does not depend on
how the switch is set at B. Many people want to conclude from this
that what happens at A does depend on how the switch is set at B,
which is disquieting in view of the absence of any connections
between the detectors. The conclusion can be avoided, if one
renounces the Strong Baseball Principle, ~nai~ltaining
that indeed
what happens at A does not depend on how the switch is set at B,
but that this is only to be understood in its statistical sense, and
most emphatically cannot be applied to individual runs of the
experiment. T o me this alternative conclusion is every bit as
wonderful as the assertion of mysterious actions at a distance. I
find it quite exquisite that, setting quantum metaphysics entirely
aside, one can demonstrate directly from the data and the
assumption that there are no mysterious actions at a distance, that
there is no conceivable way consistently to apply the Baseball
Principle to individual events.

